Aloha Land Use Commission Members,

I am writing to request that you deny the FEA and require an extensive Environmental Impact Statement before any proposed land use district change be made on Lanai, pertaining to the 4G/5G drone project.

A massive hanger intended to house two giant drones, along with a huge airstrip was constructed in 2019 without proper permits. The hanger and airstrip still exist even though they never went through the proper permitting process. This alone should be cause enough to deny the FEA request.

If for some reason after a proper EIS is completed and this project moves forward, it is of the utmost importance that it is made clear that any and all access to the adjacent industrial areas be denied and made strictly illegal for any use connected to 5G or the Giant Drone Project, because this could have great environmental impacts on the area involved.

Thank you,
Lisa Kerman
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